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Here at Greenslade Taylor Hunt, we 
understand property. With over 180 years of 
auctioneering experience you can be sure 
that GTH offers the very best in property and 
land auctions. 

Our highly qualifi ed teams have extensive 
experience in a diverse range of properties, 
including houses, cottages, fl ats, Grade II 
Listed buildings, farms, barns for conversion, 
smallholdings, equestrian property, land, 
building plots, commercial property, 
development opportunities and even 
water towers. 

We understand that with selling property 
there isn't a formula to follow, which is why 
we offer several types of auctions to help 
you sell.

Firstly, we have our traditional in-room 
auctions which happen on a regular basis 
throughout the year at multiple locations. 
These auctions are also conducted online, 
hosted through partner fi rm EIG where we 
draw an international audience of 
potential bidders. 

We also have our online 'ebay-style' listings 
auctions where your property can be bid on 
through our partner fi rm, Bamboo Auctions. 
There are no set dates for these auctions, the 
timeframe will be suited to your needs once 
the legal packs are in place.

Our agents offer free market appraisals and 
auction consultancy with you to decide the 
best way to sell you property. It's why we're 
one of the most trusted auctioneers in the 
South West. 

LET US INTRODUCE OURSELVES

WHY SELL AT AUCTION?

Selling property at auction is usually 
considered to be reserved for fi xer-uppers 
and unwanted properties. But this isn't true 
at all.

Auctions provide a fast route to achieving a 
sale for those looking to sell quickly. 

Reserve prices are set prior to the auction. 
When your property or parcel of land is up 
for sale, you don't have to worry about it 
going for lower than you are willing 
to accept.

The gavel will fall when the highest bid 
is reached and contracts are then legally 
exchanged with completion set normally 
28 days thereafter, meaning you have more 
certainty moving forward with future plans.

Auctions have become a lot more accessible 
with live streaming and online options, 
meaning there are more buyers for 
each property.



"The sale price achieved 
by GTH at the auction was 
beyond expectation and the 
whole auction process ran 
very smoothly from start  

to finish."

S Warren



BEFORE THE AUCTION AT THE AUCTION

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN I  
INSTRUCT YOU?

In advance of marketing the seller's legal 
representative will be instructed to prepare a legal 
pack which must be provided in advance of the 
auction and is available for inspection online by all 
interested applicants and their advisors. The legal  
pack will normally include special conditions of  
sale, title documents and plans, the local search,  
leases (if applicable) and any other  
relevant documents. 

The details of all the lots to be offered in the next 
sale, including colour photographs of each  
property, viewing arrangements and any other 
relevant information will then be made available on  
our auction website. 

A few days prior to the auction, the reserve price  
will be agreed. This is the level below which we will 
not be authorised to sell. 

WHAT IS THE TIMEFRAME FOR AN 
AUCTION SALE?

Depending on which auction type you have opted to 
sell through, we will discuss available dates. Our  
in-room livestream auctions are held monthly,  
where the latest date for entering property for an 
auction is usually seven to eight weeks prior to  
the auction. 

We also have our online auction option where we  
can list anytime following the completion of  
necessary legal documentation.

Our recommendation is usually to have a six to  
seven week marketing period prior to auction  
which will allow us to carry out our agreed  
marketing strategies, undertake viewings with all 
interested parties, prepare legal contracts and  
answer all queries that may arise.

A dedicated auctions section 
on our website, as well as 
being listed on our main 

property pages



AT THE AUCTION

WHAT HAPPENS ON THE DAY?

Auctions can attract a great deal of interest and 
attendees. The lots will be offered and the bidding 
taken to the highest possible level and once the gavel 
falls, the contracts will be exchanged. The buyer 
purchases the property at the price they bid - this 
cannot be re-negotiated and the stipulated terms 
cannot be changed as at the fall of the hammer a 
legally binding contract has been executed. 

The buyer will then complete the paperwork and pay 
the deposit monies (normally 10% of the purchase 
price) on the day (if the buyer is online or on the 
telephone then the 10% will have already been taken 
and held by the auctioneers in advance of the auction) 
and completion generally is set normally 28 days later. 

In many cases, the prices achieved at auction can be 
higher than may have been achieved by private treaty. 

WHAT IF THE PROPERTY DOESN’T 
SELL ON THE DAY?

If the property fails to reach its reserve in the room, 
someone may still wish to buy it after the auction. 

Offers will always be presented to the seller for 
consideration, and it is common practice for 
properties to be sold under auction conditions after 
the sale. The property may even be sold in the days 
and weeks after the sale as we continue to re-market 
the property.

CAN THE PROPERTY BE SOLD 
PRIOR TO AUCTION?

Yes, it can. It is possible that we could receive an 
offer prior to the auction date. If this happens we will 
provide you with our professional advice on whether 
we think you should accept this offer or continue to 
sell at auction, however the final decision will be yours 
to make.

whilst



AFTER THE AUCTION,  
COSTS & LEGAL

DEPOSIT AND COMPLETION

Deposit monies (currently 10% of the  
purchase price) and contracts are sent to the 
vendor's solicitor, who will hold the monies  
until completion.

Completion is usually 28 days (20 working days) 
after the auction but this can be lengthened or 
shortened by the vendor when initially instructing 
your solicitors.

Upon receipt of the balance of the purchase 
monies, completion will take place on the agreed 
date. Solicitor and agency fees are deducted from 
the sale proceeds. 

WHAT ARE THE COSTS?

Agency Fee 
Our agreed agency fee will be payable upon 
completion normally at a higher rate than private 
treaty to reflect the concentrated marketing 
undertaken and additional time requirements from 
our property and auction teams.

Contribution to marketing costs 
This includes advertising, brochures, sale boards, 
auction room hire and livestream set up costs.

Buyers fees 
The successful bidder will be required to pay 
a Buyer's Administration Fee based upon the 
eventual sale price. 

WHAT ABOUT SECURITY?

Prior to the auction we carry out in-depth identity 
checks on all bidders, giving you the highest level 
of certainty that all bidders are genuinely looking 
to complete any successful purchase.

All legal documentation and essential information 
is available to the buyer prior to the auction in 
order that the buyer either accepts the terms or 
will not choose to bid for the property. The terms 
are non-negotiable within the auction process: the 
buyer buys what they see and on the basis of the 
contract information provided.

All properties offered for sale at auction are sold 
under the RICS Common Auction Conditions in 
conjunction with the legal pack provided. 

GUIDE PRICE AND RESERVE 
PRICE EXPLAINED

Guide Price 
An indication of the seller's current expectations 
for the sale price at auction. The guide price is 
given to assist consumers in deciding whether 
or not to pursue a purchase. This guide price is 
a single price figure set within 10% of which the 
minimum acceptable price (reserve) would fall.

Reserve Price 
The seller's minimum acceptable price at auction 
and the figure below which the auctioneer cannot 
sell. The reserve price is not disclosed and 
remains confidential between the seller and  
the auctioneer.

The guide price and the reserve price can be 
subject to change up to and including the day of 
the auction.

RECENT AUCTION SUCCESS



RECENT AUCTION SUCCESS

JUSTIN LOWE MRICS, PARTNER & AUCTIONEER
Based at our Yeovil offi ce, Justin is responsible for coordinating 
all property auctions in conjunction with local offi ces. Justin 
has wide experience in dealing with sales of residential, 
agricultural, development and commercial property 
throughout the West Country for over 20 years.

AUCTION GUIDE £700,000 AUCTION GUIDE £60,000

SOLD FOR £850,000 SOLD FOR £80,000

Quantock Hills, near Bridgwater.
Required complete renovation and had 
seen a number of private treaty sales 

fall through.

An exciting opportunity to purchase a 
productive enclosure of pasture land on 

the edge of the village of Babcary. 
4.28 acres (1.73 Ha)

AUCTION GUIDE £1,100,000

SOLD FOR £1,200,000

Large fi ve bedroom traditional stone 
farmhouse requiring modernisation with 

adjoining outbuildings, grounds of approx.
1 acre in a rural setting.

AUCTION GUIDE £50,000 AUCTION GUIDE £245,000 AUCTION GUIDE £15,000

SOLD FOR £101,000 SOLD FOR £245,000 SOLD FOR £61,000

A further parcel of pasture land with 
stabling at Ham Hill, Yeovil attracted 

agreat deal of interest.

An exciting development opportunity 
for the conversion of an agricultural barn 
into a residential dwelling in Misterton, 

Crewkerne sold at guide price.

A derelict two storey detached part brick 
built store, suitable for re-development. 

Ideal for many alternative uses 
(subject to planning).

AUCTION GUIDE £275,000 AUCTION GUIDE £350,000

SOLD FOR £339,000 SOLD FOR £472,000

Quantock Hills, near Bridgwater. 
Required complete renovation and had 
seen a number of private treaty sales fall 

through on survey.

An 85.20 Acre block of productive pasture 
land at Westhay, near Glastonbury.

AUCTION GUIDE £80,000

SOLD FOR £128,000

The Old Dairy Shop set in the popular 
village of Somerton, an attractive 

former retail property with residential 
development potential.

JUSTIN LOWE MRICS, PARTNER & AUCTIONEER
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CONTACT US

OUR LOCATIONS

01935 423474

justin.lowe@gth.net | katie.stephenson@gth.net

South Molton

Minehead

Williton

Burnham-on-Sea

Taunton

Tiverton

Honiton

Dorchester

Sherborne

Chard

Yeovil

Langport

Wells

Bridgwater

Ilminster

Somerset

Devon
Dorset

Exeter

Redhill

Barnstaple


